


Written by two marketing and communications professionals with a combined experience span of 40 years on over 60 businesses in 
every category of money-making endeavor, FINDING THE FUNDAMENTAL will help you understand the processes on how to birth and 
define an emotionally compelling brand. The Authors have consulted with companies whose CMOs are new and trying to get 
initiatives approved; CMOs having trouble corralling their companies to focus on messaging; CMOs getting beaten up by Sales for not 
giving them something magical to say; CMOs faced with a more mature business that no longer resembles the business as it was 
founded; and CEOs everywhere who want things done and want them done now, and who desperately need a way to talk about their 
companies in ways the press will want to hear. Enjoy finding the fundamental truth and emotion in your business.

Who should read this?



Emotions drive our every decision. If you don’t believe this, save your time and go no further. If you 
believe people make decisions only using cold, hard logic, it’s likely your marketing and sales e�orts 
will be more di�cult and expensive, if they can be launched at all.

We have collectively spent over 25 years helping companies get their brands right, or turn the rational brand 
e�orts of expensive branding companies into something less intellectual and more emotional. This is usually 
because the Head of Sales looks at these binder-thick charts and pronouncements, these eighty slide Power 
Points, and asks the CMO, “OK. Now what do I do?”

Abandoning the rational is the biggest obstacle companies have in creating compelling and memorable brands. 
The one the sales department can use to close deals.
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What makes us tick?



This is the fundamental hurdle for most marketers to overcome in developing their message, 
particularly in B2B. They - and the rest of the organization - don’t accept the importance of 
emotion. Instead, their colleagues want a rational, facts-driven approach to convince everyone to 
purchase their product or service, or to remember the business for the future.

The history of human behavior shows us that the rational doesn’t win. Just a quick search of the term “Groupthink” 
will remind you of the many examples of decisions that were agreed upon as being the smart, or even the ONLY 
choice, but were completely irrational. Decisions on how we vote, what we eat, drive, wear, and love goes through 
filters of rational, but is born and boomerangs back through the emotional filter on a thrice daily basis.
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Memories are housed in the brain
but they stay in the heart.

“This process helped us get out of 
our rational brain trap and tap 
into the dreams we had for our 
company.”

- Rob Israch/Tipaliti
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When you can harness the emotions that drive decisions, you can increase engagement, leads and close rates, while motivating your 
employees every day they go to work, which increased productivity and quality and that is as good as gold.

Modern adventures in neuroscience confirms this. New imaging techniques reveal that the emotion-processing centers of the brain 
are deeply involved in decision-making. Studies have shown that people who su�er injuries to the emotion-processing centers of the 
brain have greatly impaired ability to make decisions. They can identify and evaluate available options, but when it comes time to pull 
the trigger, they can’t choose one over another, even for simple things like where to have lunch.

This is not to say that rational thinking has no role in decision-making. This is to say that emotion and logic work hand-in-hand when 
customers make decisions, with the emotional hand a bit stronger and in the dominant position. The rational will not be allowed into 
the brain unless the emotional opens the door.

We’re going to lay out the process of developing an emotional message, then applying the power of storytelling to the message to 
achieve your marketing objectives. And though this process is appropriate for both B2C and B2B, we will focus more on the B2B side 
of things, as that’s where we believe the need is. After all, no marketer is going to rely on the rational when selling caramel colored 
e�ervescent sugar water. At the same time, no ERP or Ecommerce software company should rely solely on a jingle or a sexy celebrity. 
However, this is certain: The more a company is about technology, the more it needs to go back to the fundamentals of human emo-
tions and communication.

The Rules may be rational. The Game is not.

“Humans are not ideally set up to understand logic; they are ideally set up to understand stories.” 
- Roger C. Schank

http://www.its.caltech.edu/~squartz/bechara.pdf


This process has been successful in helping start-ups ramp up to IPO. It’s helped other 
established companies grow from ten million to hundreds of millions of dollars in sales.

1. Determine who participates in the process - this can impact your success as much as the 

   ultimate story you tell.

2. Engage internal stakeholders - obtain insights from key people who understand the 

 business, the brand and the customer.

3. Research with customers - understanding the customer’s world, their needs, and what your 

    business can deliver for them.

4. Review and analyze all competitive material - what are other companies’ messages to 

     customers?

5. Discover the emotional value that’s important to customers that you provide. Essentially, 

    the “Why You Exist.”

6. Reduce your company’s reason for being into one 7-10 word sentence.

7.  Encapsulate - how should your brand look, feel and act?

8. Tell the Story – Write the story of your brand in the structure that’s been used by filmmakers 

    and authors and apply this skill to sales
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The Emotional Path to Success:
An 8 Part Process.
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In a way, the first 4 steps of our process are very much like a crime scene investigation. Speak to acquaintances (internal stakeholders 
of the brand), witnesses (customers), look for clues (competitive research), all in the hopes of piecing together an answer; in this case 
not Who Done It? but What To Do?

So, if you’re ready to start on the path to a better brand positioning, creating more compelling emotion-based messaging, getting 
your initiatives funded, and helping your sales sta� sell better…read on.

One of the first considerations of embarking on the short (with us) initiative of brand 
and messaging development is: Who should be part of this initiative? For a new brand-
ing initiative to succeed, there must be an opportunity for all the key constituents to 
sound o� on your brand or the lack of it.

If the new message is developed entirely by the marketing team, there’s a good chance 
it will be noticed and adopted only by the marketing team. But if you engage key influ-
ential stakeholders from virtually every department, and they have a had in the solu-
tions, you will have evangelists. They will travel the hallways and cubicles and spread 
the message. And you have a greater shot at having your initiatives approved (espe-
cially if you give the CFO a bone and let him name the Power Point).

Are you ready to start your own BSI - Brand Scene Investigation?

Creating a compelling brand takes a village.
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Customer-facing team members. The people who have the most contact with prospects and custom-
ers must be represented in the process: sales team, customer support/success, and anyone involved in 
implementation/onboarding with accounts. They o�er a wealth of knowledge about how customers 
use your products and perceive your company, information that can provide an important reality check 
for your organization since senior management often has a rosier outlook on customer attitudes.

Product experts. The product developers are by nature forward-looking and have an important 
perspective and on where the organization is heading in terms of its product o�ering. It’s crucial to 
bring their insight into the branding process to understand their priorities and their limitations. When 
product experts buy in, they will more readily embrace incorporating your values and message into the 
product than if they are given this command from the marketing team.

Senior Management. One of the easiest ways to torpedo a brand initiative is to exclude senior manage-
ment team members from the process. If they’re not included, they will be less receptive to new mes-
sages or direction. In short, they don’t like what they don’t know. At minimum, every department’s 
voice and opinions must be heard and understood.

Human Resources. Involving HR is vital in a successful brand endeavor. The branding process will touch 
on the underlying values and purpose of your organization and enhance onboarding and retention. 
And because you will be using this brand to recruit, you get to experiment with brand language that 
promises a reward. After all, HR stands for Human Relations. And a brand is about nothing if not about 
creating human relations.

Consider the following team members



Inclusivity can be unwieldy. While it’s not practical to have everyone participate in all aspects of the process, it’s 
important that all constituencies within the organization are included in at least some activities. Seek out as many 
internal team members to interview in the process. Merely the extra e�ort to include people will help build the 
consensus required to ensure the new message is well received and internalized by the entire organization.

When you’ve identified the participants in your brand initiative, get their insights and opinions about your 
business and brand. Create an environment in which each of the participants feel comfortable providing their 
opinions – good or bad – about the important topics. That’s easier said than done. You’ll be dealing with 
important strategic issues that often carry internal political baggage. This engagement is about discovering the 
emotional core of an organization – why it exists and why that should matter to anyone – and so to hell with the 
internal baggage. This brings up issues about priorities, such as which market segments the company should 
focus on; what products and services o�er the best possibility for growth and profitability. As soon as that 
happens, the various factions within your organization will be exposed. Factions that have been protecting their 
turf but not advancing the brand. You need to identify the political baggage that has burdened your brand, and 
to get more stakeholders to realize this in the same room. That is key to being able to change.
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When people are invited to a party they can’t make, 
they still feel good. 



At one of our clients, there was a never-ending tug of war over whether they should primarily focus 
on midmarket or enterprise prospects. Over a ten-year period, they vacillated between the two 
targets, which made it di�cult for them to articulate a clear message - or a clear media spend 
-since they frequently tried to be both a midmarket and enterprise player. Internal interviews 
revealed that everyone below the senior management team knew this was the problem. 

As one interviewee put it, “The midmarket companies see us moving upstream to enterprise, so we’re not a good choice as a 
long-term software solution. At the same time, enterprise prospects see us as being too focused on the midmarket, and not 
adequate for true enterprise customers.” 

Senior management team was divided on their focus – some felt midmarket was their bread and butter, and some were focused 
on moving to fewer, bigger, better enterprise deals. These early interviews set the stage for hashing out their priorities as it relat-
ed to target market, which became a major focus of our engagement. 
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To Enterprise? Or to Mid-Market?
That is the question.
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Identify these key issues and give everyone a chance to air out their concerns/opinions. Let them purge. It’s emotional information 
gathering.  In doing this, you get closer to expelling the demons of impossible ambitions and replacing them with the angels of the 
achievable. We recommend one on one interviews with each key participant – for about 30 minutes. Here are a few keys to making 
sure these interviews are fruitful: 

 • Anonymity - Sometimes employees need cover to feel comfortable addressing controversial or unpopular opinions, 
especially if they are at odds with their boss’.  Allow them to speak without fear of the boss learning who aired a 
controversial opinion. Later, if you use the findings from these interviews in a report, don’t attribute opinions to any one 
person. 

 • Flexibility - Your question list is firm, but the discussion is flexible. Once they feel comfortable, interviewees will naturally the 
steer the conversation to what they deem important. Giving them that opportunity can uncover previously unknown 
ideas/issues/insights. 

 • Assume nothing - It’s hard for employees who are so deep into the company, its strategy, its culture, etc. to avoid uninten-
tionally reading more into a statement than is intended. For example, someone might say, “Our product demo is awful.” If 
you are familiar with the demo, and agree, you will have your own opinions about why the demo is bad. But your reasons 
can be very di�erent than the reasons your interview subject may have. Always ask them to explain and articulate – don’t 
take their response for granted. 

 • Take good notes - You should consider recording the interview with the consent of the participants. You will need to refer 
back to these notes throughout the process of developing a new brand message. However, if that threatens anonymity, take 
damn good notes. Mostly, what you are looking for is a consensus of language and opinions.

How to know who you are.



Your internal interviews should identify the key strategic questions on which your brand 
message depends. For most businesses, they are readily apparent:

• Describe what is going on in business in general (and in our customers’ businesses specifi-

cally ) that creates an environment in which our product provides value.

• Who are the key decision makers within the targeted companies, and what are their needs 

and priorities?

• Who else within the organization needs to buy in before the prospect will commit to 

purchasing?

• What are the problems facing our prospects’ key decision makers?

• How is their world di�erent after using our product vs. before?

• Which market or market segments are most important in the short term and long term?

• Which products and solutions best meet the needs of customers? And which will generate 

the most sales and profitability?

• What will be our company’s focus in five years?

• How will the market evolve in the next two years? Five years?

• How do you describe to prospects what our product does for them?

• What is your elevator pitch for our company?

• What emotional need do we satisfy for customers? How do we deliver on that emotional 

need?

• How is what we deliver better/deeper/more valuable than our competitors’ o�erings?
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Sample interview questions.
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If you target multiple market segments or verticals, you’ll need to answer these questions for each of them – or at least for the top 
3-4 segments. Not every question can be addressed in 30 minutes. Think of these interviews as fact-finding and context-setting 
investigations.

These will not be easy questions and it may force the internal subjects to think about the business and their customers in di�erent 
ways than they usually do. Persistence is the key to success in identifying insights that will be valuable in building your brand.

It’s important to go beyond the simple answers that you often hear from internal sources. For example, when asked 
about what drives customer purchase decisions, software company employees give answers like, “We help make their 
process more e�cient. “ It’s critical to drill down further on answers like these to discover answers that are:

 • More about benefits than features
 • More about emotional benefits than rational ones.

Keep challenging them to give you deeper insights. Once you’ve completed the interviews, review 
what you’ve discovered. You will see themes that emerge, a pattern of thought and response that 
can begin to create a story of the brand as it is and where it should go.

Look for alignment or dissonance about the vision for the company, its customers 
and product. Prioritize the issues as you move to developing a new brand message.

Your interviews with customers can help to answer and address these issues. 
Pose key questions to customers and get their insight. This will go a long way 
toward helping you create consensus internally.

Don’t let them o� easy.
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One of the Authors was once tasked with re-branding NY Racing Association. They had fallen on hard 
times as they were considered a “thing of the past.” One of the favored stories told by the CMO was 
how the owner of the tracks – he of a venerable wealthy East Coast family – would come to the track 
once a month to scout horses he was interested in buying, or to check on a horse he already owned. 
He was led up the executive elevator to the observation deck, avoiding any contact with the betting 
multitudes in the stands. He was given his prized binoculars by his man-servant, and proceeded to look 
out to the paddock and the track for his horses and one that might be of interest to purchase. While 
standing at the window of the deck, his manservant jostled him, and his binocular’s sights shifted to 
the stands below and the throngs citizen bettors. Upon seeing that sight, he asked, “Who are those 
people? What are they doing here?” It’s no wonder the experience and the revenue of the tracks was 
in decline. And if the owner had bothered to ask his customers, he might have known which horse to 
buy. 

If you do nothing else in our 8-step process, you must talk to customers. It continues to amaze us how 
often companies rely on the opinion of one or two key executives, usually marketing or sales team 
members, as a proxy for how customers think. Every company in the world believes they know what 
their customers think. But they don’t. Part of the problem is a lack of consensus. Ask 10 di�erent 
people within your company what customers want and you will get 10 di�erent answers. 

Another problem we see is internal opinions su�er from recency bias. Whatever you heard in the last 
week or month is the most important. Or, whatever NEW insights you get from customers take prece-
dence over all the others. 

Who are these people? They are your customers. 

NEW CUSTOMERS

Straight Ahead
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Your company lands a big new account from a category where you haven’t had much success in the past. Their reasons for choosing 
your product are di�erent from those of previous customers. Their new reasons wash over your company in a wave of excitement. This 
is the new thinking! This is what customers want! This is how you will move forward! Everything you have learned in the past now takes 
a back seat to this exciting new and recent information. It requires all new content, new home pages, new lead magnets, new presen-
tations – the works. Prospects who liked your content last month come to your site, and see a whole new message that doesn’t apply 
to them. And when the lead gen numbers stay flat, or get worse, everyone scrambles for the next big thing in terms of messages. And 
the cycle starts again. Pretty soon, no one believes in anything coming from the marketing department, and they start creating 
content of their own to suit any and every situation – with any and every message they can dream up. Until one day people look up 
and say, “We have no message.” 

This is no way to develop a message, content, or strengthen a brand. 

Here’s a frequent scenario



Understand the individual customer’s needs and interests. Clarify what’s common to customers within each key segment or vertical. 
Look for commonalities across all customers. Take advantage of existing customer data and insight.

Your organization may have already gathered customer information of several types:

 • Surveys – this is a tried and true way to get feedback, and it’s widely used because it’s so simple. If you have data that 
indicate customer satisfaction, like Net Promoter score, they can be helpful. Some companies do annual or more frequent 
surveys for their customers as well.

 • Social Listening/ Sentiment Tools – you can get data from these tools to help you better understand what’s being 
said about your brand in social environments

 • Online reviews - a quick Google search with your brand name followed by reviews will often serve up a ton 
of results. Take them into consideration but take them with a grain of salt too.

 • Customer support data – conversations with support reps reveal a lot about what customers 
think. They generally aren’t afraid to let their voice be known. If your company records the 
interaction, you can transcribe them and use tools to analyze sentiment etc. Or if the volume of 
conversations is small, you can read them as a team and generate a report.
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These are just some of the ways companies can get a well-rounded 
understanding of customers. But we recommend another type of 
information-gathering with customers. Speaking with them directly. It’s 
decidedly low-tech, non-quantitative and it doesn’t scale well. And it 
also happens to be one of the best ways to really understand customers.

Understand customers who understand your brand.



There are two important advantages to direct conversations over other forms of interaction:

 • They help you discover unknown unknowns. We ask lots of open-ended questions in our customer interviews. They choose 
what’s important to discuss. Surveys are limited to what you already know to ask about. If you are looking for NEW insights, 
conversations are the way to go.

 • 1 on 1 conversations allow for follow-up questions. Asking “Why?” again and again gets into emotional benefits. That’s 
di�cult to get from a survey, or impute from social media chatter.

Generally, talk to as many customers as you can. The bigger the sample, the more confidence in the findings. However, the world is 
imperfect, and there’s often a limited amount of time and resources you can put into talking with them.

A couple of considerations:

 • Include both older and newer customers in your mix. Newer customers can tell why they purchased your product or service, 
since the experience is fresh in their minds. Older customers can provide better insight into why they have stayed with your 
product. In talking with one of our clients’ customers in the fintech space, we learned that while there was an immediate need 
for a more scalable process for making payments, once they implemented our client’s software, they discovered that the new 
customer onboarding process the software delivered was a huge benefit – much more significant than the original payments 
pain point.

 • Talk with customers in the various market segments you target. If you have mid-sized and enterprise customers, speak with 
both. The same goes with key industries or verticals. Try to touch on all of the major ones, or those that are newer but grow-
ing. Too often, companies only speak with their main vertical, missing out on insights from other growth areas.
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Nothing beats going directly to the source: 
your customers. 
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Your company’s customers tend to answer questions in the context of their role in their own company. The more you understand their 
job function and their state of mind, the more you’ll be able to unpack their answers. If you’re interviewing controllers in the finance 
department of a company, you need a deep understanding of their responsibilities are. That’s table stakes for the conversation. But 
you need to go deeper. Is the morale good or bad in their department? Is their department adequately sta�ed? What’s the perception 
of the department and the rest of the company? How long have they been in this role? Is the person ascending the corporate ladder 
rapidly or is she likely to be let go? Having a solid grounding of the customer situation gives you the opportunity for much deeper 
insight when you begin to discuss things like how valuable your product is and what it does for that individual. 

One of our clients’ customers revealed that his team had threatened to walk out unless the cumbersome process they were using got 
automated. That’s an entirely di�erent situation than if the customer works in a department where morale is great, and people are 
happy. Not every customer is on the verge of a major employee revolt. The insights gleaned from such a situation may not be repre-
sentative of the marketplace. Understanding the context helps you determine the degree to which an issue is important or a�ecting 
the answer a customer gives. Always understand context before asking product and brand questions. Read their world. 

Read Their World.
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• What was the impetus for seeking out a solution like yours?
• What problems or issues were they facing, and what led them to you as a potential solution?
• What aspects of your product do they like best and how do they help in solving their problems?
• What is the di�erence in their situation before using your product and after using it? How has it changed?
• Most importantly, you are trying to understand emotional outcomes. What is the di�erence in their emotional state before and after 

using your product?

It can be di�cult - especially in the B2B framework - for an executive (the customer) to open up about his/her emo-
tional state. You may need to ask the same question in di�erent ways in order to get the emotional insights you need. 
Keep asking the question, “Why?” until you discover the emotional underpinning of their thinking. Unlocking the emo-
tions of customers experience is the key to developing a strong message for your brand.

Once you’ve completed the interviews, summarize what you’ve learned.

Keep challenging them to give you deeper insights. Once you’ve completed the interviews, review 
what you’ve discovered. You will see themes that emerge, a pattern of thought and response that 
can begin to create a story of the brand as it is and where it should go.

Look at the answers for each of the questions and identify patterns/themes. Which 
answers are similar within a certain market segment? Which answers best summarize 
the thinking of ALL customers, regardless of segment?

Record and transcribe the conversations (if they agree). Direct quotes from 
customers illustrate key insights better than anything else. Share these 
insights with the people participating in the messaging initiative.

Key questions for customers:



• The message has to ring true. If your promise falls flat or if it’s out of sync with what 
customers want and believe, it will not get the response you need.

• The message has to be in alignment. If your message goes against your company’s 
culture and its business practices, no one will accept or adopt it. It will not endure.

• The message has to be di�erentiated. A message that’s too similar to a competitor’s 
or that is derivative of theirs will hurt your brand. Your message might reinforce your 
competitor because prospects think it’s coming from them, not you!

A reasonable competitive review is fairly easy to do. It should take no more than a couple of 
days for you or a member of your marketing team to conduct. It’s even possible that someone 
has already done something similar.

You need to understand how your competitors are making life di�cult for you. The last thing 
you want is to take the time, energy and political capital required to develop a new positioning 
only to discover that one of your competitors has firmly established itself with something very 
similar.

Good positioning takes into account the classic three C’s of marketing-customer, company, 
and competitor.

What’re the other guys doing?
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• Start with your competitors’ websites. What’s the headline on their home page? What images, if any, 
do they use to help express the idea?

• Do they have a video on the home page that talks about their brand, products and purpose?

• Examine boilerplate language used at the end of their press releases. This handful of sentences is 
often an articulation of what the company stands for.

• Review the “About Us” section of their web site. Do they have a mission statement?

• Look for outbound marketing campaigns. Request a sample, demo, whitepaper, webinar or case 
study they o�er. What are the themes and messages you see repeated?

Distill what you’ve learned into two or 3 sentences that express what each competitor is about. What 
are they in trying to say and how clearly and consistently are they saying it? What is their promise?

What emotions are they trying to engender in visitors? Empowerment? Fear? Jealousy? Inspiration? 
How do they achieve this emotional message?

Read reviews of their products. What do existing, or previous customers say about the product or 
service? Does it align with the promise the company makes? How good is their reputation?

Here are the steps to take:



In an ideal situation, you will have conversations with people in your target market. We conduct 
in-depth interviews or focus groups with people who might be prospects of yours - and your 
competitors. Having their undivided attention gets you the opportunity to drill into their perception 
of both you and your competitors, and the products and messaging o�ered by each.• Have they 
heard of the company?

Some of the topics you should include:

• What do they unpack from the competitors’ messages and home pages?

• What does it say, and what does it mean?

• Is it compelling?

• Is it believable?

• What would they change?

• What is their ideal message for this category?

In an ideal situation, you will have conversations with people in your target market. We conduct in-depth interviews or focus 
groups with people who might be prospects of yours - and your competitors. Having their undivided attention gets you the 
opportunity to drill into their perception of both you and your competitors, and the products and messaging o�ered by each.
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Target your target market.
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In Steve Jobs’ relaunch of Apple in 1997, he talked about the importance of values to the organization. One of the first thing he did 
was launch a new ad campaign that proclaimed those values, even though, at that time, the company was at a low point. The cam-
paign featured innovators, dreamers, and rebels, people who challenged the status quo, were thought leaders in their time, and icons 
today. Muhammad Ali, Coco Chanel, Gandhi, Dylan, people not accepted in their time, people who made the time theirs. The dramatic 
Richard Dreyfuss VO ended with the tag line “Think Di�erent.” This piece established a framework and mindset about what the brand 
stood for, internally and externally. It set the stage for the innovative and exciting new products Apple was soon developing, including 
the iPod and iPhone. 

Simon Sinek has enthralled audiences with his Ted Talk about the Golden Circle. Businesses have to start with “Why”. People buy the 
‘Why you do it’ first, then the ‘How you make it’ and ‘What you make’ as long as it all emerges from the Why. The “Why your company 
does what it does” is at the center of all purchase decisions, it’s the emotional core of your business. The How is the process of what 
you believe.  The What is the proof of what you believe. 

In some companies, the statement and culture of ‘Why it exists’ is clear, obvious, and well-documented. Its values are authentic and 
compellingly expressed. But in many other companies, the founders were never able to articulate the reason for the organization’s 
existence in a memorable, repeatable way. When they leave, that weakened position is forgotten or washed over some more. A new 
CEO is brought in, and they have a di�ering view. This is a reason so many Mission/Vision statements are rather dull, generic, and not 
so much about the Why. 

Why do you exist?

“What people don't realize is that professionals are sensational because of the fundamentals.”
- Barry Larkin (Former Cincinnati Reds shortstop)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=keCwRdbwNQY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cFEarBzelBs
https://www.ted.com/talks/simon_sinek_how_great_leaders_inspire_action
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You’ve seen these kinds of “values” many times. Just search company values in Google and you’ll turn 
up wonderful platitudes like these:

• Our company believes in Integrity in all its dealings. We treat our customers, employees and our 
partners with the utmost respect.

• We value transparency in our interactions and strive to be forthright in our communications.

• We value diversity in our work force and seek out employees who are reflective of the world of 
large.

These are admirable values, but they aren’t values that, in and of themselves, inspire customers to do 
business with the organization. They are more a code of conduct than a reason for being. And that’s 
understandable because it’s much easier to talk about how a company should behave than to express 
the very reason for its existence. And that’s what we’re looking to develop for your brand.

Part of the reason that businesses struggle to articulate values in a compelling manner Is that they shy 
away from emotional values. Compare for a minute the values that Steve Jobs expressed in that video 
we referenced earlier to the ones I listed above. Apple talks about being original and creative, and 
about challenging the status quo, whereas the above value statements are generic, vague, expected 
(‘we promise not to kill kittens’) and don’t speak to why anyone outside the company would care. They 
don’t take a stand, don’t inspire, are safe, predictable and uncontroversial. Yawn.

In order to have impact, you must embrace emotional values and be willing to wield the power that 
only emotions can.

Values are great but do they inspire?



Values are the code you take with you to strengthen you in life. Your customer also has a set of values. They may 
be di�erent than yours. A successful company will have an emotional value that is shared and desired by most of 
its possible customer world. While transparency might be a value you espouse internally, in order for it to be the 
foundation of your organization, you must:

• Find a market that wants transparency
• Deliver it in a way they find valuable.

In Jim Stengel’s excellent book GROW , he uses his extensive experience as CMO of Procter and Gamble, to go into depth about values. 
Stengel details the results of a study of 50 firms who had articulated very clear values, and compared their performance vs. the S&P 500 
over a ten-year period. They dramatically outperformed the index by over 400% in profitability during that time. Stengel identified five 
Fundamental Human Values (FHV) that can provide a foundation for a company’s brand. We work from Stengel’s framework, but have 
modified and expanded it based on our own experience with clients.
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Values are a two-way proposition.



Joy and Happiness – Disney, through its theme parks and entertainment properties, creates experiences of great joy and happiness. 
There are other dimensions to happiness that aren’t the same euphoric feeling, but are still powerful foundations for a brand, such as 
peace of mind – what life insurers o�er at a fundamental level. Confidence, trust, relaxation, security are all aspects of this value.

Connection and Community – Brands that help bring people together and make them feel part of something larger than themselves. 
All telecom companies can be seen as fostering connection. Facebook and LinkedIn are about establishing and nurturing connections. 
Surprisingly, Starbucks also fits into this category. It creates a home-away-from-home for its customers, where they feel comfortable 
and welcome, part of something bigger than themselves.

Curiosity and Exploration – Brands that allow people to discover and learn. In the virtual world, Google is all about finding information 
you seek. This is also the category for a brand like Patagonia, whose clothing and other products encourage people to discover and 
explore the world.

Pride and Ego – Every luxury brand appeals to the ego of its purchaser. Carrying a Prada bag, driving a Mercedes-Benz, or wearing a 
Rolex are ways of expressing status and achievement. But this value is also expressed in B2B: SAP’s “Best Run Businesses Run SAP” 
was clearly about creating an elite status for its B2B finance customers.

Innovation and Societal Impact – When a brand fosters creativity and allows people to do new things or do them in a very di�erent 
way, they deliver on this value. Apple, Tesla, and 3M are just a few companies that are focused on Innovation and Societal impact.

Internal stakeholder participation is a must in identifying your FHV. Conduct this exercise in a group setting and break into teams. Ask 
everyone to think about each of these fundamental values and rank order them based on how well you deliver them internally and for 
customers. Defend your decision by providing examples for how you do this for your top 3 values. Once the groups have decided on 
their rankings, have them read them aloud, explain why they ranked the values the way they did, and provide the supporting proof. 
Once all of the groups have given their rankings, have a conversation with everyone about which value is the most important, which 
value can they deliver on today, and tomorrow. You will have to prioritize and be willing to sacrifice in order to create consensus about 
why your brand exists. At the end of the discussion, you should emerge with the top FHV that drives your organization. And, it’s OK 
to have two. One value will support or expand on the other.
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The Five Fundamental Values that can drive a successful organization:



A strong Fundamental Value satisfies on three di�erent levels:

• The individual or key decision maker. What do you do for the person making the purchase 
decision for your product or service? Do you give them what they need to experience? In 
essence, does engaging with you make that person’s life better, more interesting, 
more rewarding?

• The company or organization. Does delivering on your fundamental human value improve your organization? 
If you deliver happiness and contentment, what does it mean for the organization? Do employees have more 
confidence in the work that they do? Does the organization present itself as more confident to its customers, 
partners, and investors as a result of your product or service?

• The world. Does your product make a di�erence by delivering on your fundamental human value? This isn’t 
to suggest that every company is going to dramatically reshape the history of mankind, but it’s important to 
honestly assess whether your impact can be felt. And, by the way, it would be nice if it did, right?

As a group, take 5-10 minutes to write down 1-2 sentences for how your organization satisfies on each of the levels. Take a look at 
what you’ve written. Does it pass the sni� test? Can everyone in the room say these things with a straight face? If you don’t believe, 
your customers won’t either. Give each person a chance to read out loud, to the entire group, their sentences about one of the three 
levels. This gives everyone a way of announcing that they are invested in the value. This process can produce dramatic results for 
companies.
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Once you have agreed on you Fundamental 
Human Value, it’s time to put it to the test.
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A client of ours in the Fintech space went through this process and discovered that their software ultimately delivered on trust (Which 
is a flavor of happiness and contentment). Trust enabled their key decision makers to feel better about the accuracy and truthfulness 
of their financial statements. Providing truthful and accurate financial statements enhanced the trust that customers, partners, inves-
tors, and employees had for the organization. And when the world at large is able to trust in the financial information provided by 
companies, it creates a foundation on which the global economy functions with less risk.

So while you couldn’t say our client was responsible for the functioning of the global economy, you could honestly say that they were 
doing their part to help the global economy operate with greater transparency. And the position was sustainable in an ever more com-
plicated future. This idea was soon infused into all of the company’s communications, and its employee recruitment e�orts. Trust is 
now a central pillar of the business, and every employee know and understands this.

If you’ve successfully completed this section, congratulations! You now know why your company exists beyond providing you with 
a paycheck. The next step is to boil this down into a single statement. Review our next ebooks in which we walk you through the 
messaging and storytelling process.

A success story. 




